combination of features; the target cannot be characterized by a single unique attribute. An example of a conjunction search task is a target that is a bright vertical Background Visual search is an everyday task. One might search for line among distractors that are dark vertical lines and bright tilted lines. Neither brightness nor orientation a familiar face in a crowd, or a memo on a cluttered desktop. The ease of search depends chiefly on how alone defines the target uniquely. Treisman and Gelade (1980) suggest that the second limited-capacity stage, distinguishable the target of search is from the background. For instance, it is hard to find a memo on a which depends on attention, integrates the features that define the target. Attention is therefore thought to be desktop cluttered with paper. The task becomes much easier if the memo is a different color than all the other indispensable for successful conjunction search performance. pieces of paper on the desktop. Attention can also improve visual search. Even if the memo is not dis-I will present a different approach to understanding visual search and attention. This approach shows that tinguishable by color, it is easier to find if attention is drawn to its location. For instance, the telephone might a large body of the psychophysical and physiological visual search results can be explained without invoking ring and as I turn to answer it, I might discover the memo sitting next to the phone. In the course of this review, I a second limited-capacity attentive stage. In the scope of this review, visual attention plays a role when observwill consider visual search and attention, in turn, and will present converging psychophysical and physiological ers are explicitly asked to attend to a location or feature, or when they are implicitly cued to a location or feature. evidence on the mechanisms that underlie these two phenomena.
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There is a growing body of literature that suggests that visual attention selects objects rather than locations, The task of finding a target among distractors is in general referred to as visual search. Typically there is a although the independence of attention to objects and to locations is still being debated (see Scholl, 2001 for single target that differs from the distractors along one or more dimensions. Let us start with the simple case a review). In some cases, attention has been shown to select objects as complex as faces and surfaces in which the target differs from homogenous distractors along a single dimension. Earlier search literature has (O'Craven et al., 1999; He and Nakayama, 1995). These representations are more complex than a simple contypically measured search performance as the response time required to find the target. Search is called serial junction of features and involve knowledge, classification, and recognition of stimulus categories. It is unwhen search times increase with the number of elements in the display, or parallel when search times are indepenknown whether these higher order processes can be included in the signal detection framework outlined bedent of the number of items in the display. Consider the case of searching for a tilted target among vertical low, but certainly this complex topic is outside the scope of this review. Nevertheless, the signal detection theory distractors. Search times are roughly independent of the number of elements in the display when the tilt is approach is a general framework that applies to a broad range of results involving visual search and attention as large as 45Њ, but increase with the number of elements when the target tilt is small (say 5Њ). According to the that generates quantitative predictions consistent with experimental data. now classic feature integration theory (Treisman and Gelade, 1980), search performance results from a twostage visual process. The first stage of processing is Visual Search and Signal Detection Theory thought to occur before the influence of attention and More recently, a few researchers have proposed that is called preattentive. It is made up of maps specialized signal detection theory (SDT), the standard model used for various "features"-dimensions such as color, oriento predict human psychophysical thresholds, can be aptation, motion, and spatial frequency. These feature plied to visual search. SDT has successfully predicted maps are thought to correlate to neurons selective for detection and discrimination in a search paradigm, without a restricted range of values across each of these dimenadditional assumptions about limited-capacity. Instead of sions. Elements in this first stage operate in parallel a two-stage process with a parallel, unlimited-capacity and allow simultaneous processing across the display, front end, followed by a limited-capacity attention stage, resulting in search times that are independent of the they have proposed a parallel stage followed by a simple number of items in the display. If the first stage does decision rule. SDT describes search accuracy with many not isolate the target, then a second limited-capacity fewer assumptions than are required to predict reserial stage is required, which focuses attention on sinsponse time to find the target. So in the interests of a gle items or groups of items in turn. This serial stage is simpler exposition, I will first present SDT as it applies thought to account for search times that increase with to search accuracy, and then present SDT in the context the number of elements in the display. of response time. According to SDT, the elements in a visual search display are internally represented as independent, noisy random variables. Consider for in- stance an easy search task such as searching for a line the properties of the signal to be detected or discriminated. In the case of the 45Њ target, the matched filter tilted 45Њ clockwise among vertical lines as shown in Figure 1A . SDT assumes that the observer is monitoring is a detector at the location of the target with a preferred orientation of 45Њ, and a receptive field size that matches the output of a matched filter-a detector matched to the target size; repeated presentations of the same stimfor the 45Њ target. Now a sample from the distractor distribution may be larger than a sample from the target ulus generate responses that vary about a mean value. The probability of a given response strength is idealized distribution, leading to an incorrect response. Similarly, in the physiology domain, the distractor could evoke a as a bell-shaped Gaussian distribution that is centered on this mean response value. The variability about the greater spike count than the target. The probability of errors is thus inversely related to the orientation differmean is due to noise within the visual system, at the level of the detector. A similar response profile is generated ence between the target and distractor lines. In this case of the 45Њ target and the tilted distractors, the probability physiologically when a neuron is presented with multiple trials of the same stimulus (Bradley et al., 1987 ; Newof correctly identifying the target interval is 0.923. The ease of the discrimination task depends on the separasome et al., 1989). The physiological equivalent of the SDT framework is a neuron that is well suited to detion between the means of these distributions, which is directly related to the orientation difference between tecting the target, i.e., one that has a receptive field that includes the target location and a preferred orientation target and distractor. Discrimination also depends on the variability of these that matches the target tilt of 45Њ. The neural response to multiple trials is a distribution of spike counts with a distributions. In this example, the variability of the distribution representing the vertical and tilted lines is asmean spike rate and some variability about the mean. Thus, the red distribution in Figure 1B represents both sumed to be the same. In the SDT framework, equal variance implies that the internal representations are the abstract SDT concept of a noisy internal representation generated by the tilted target, as well as the probaequally noisy, while in the physiological framework it implies that the variability of the response of the neuron bility of different spike counts in response to the tilted target. SDT assumes that the vertical distractors generresponding to the vertical and tilted lines is the same. (This is a simplifying assumption; experiments show that ate a smaller response from the filters selective to the tilted target. Thus, the mean response level to a disthe variability of spike rates is typically proportional to the mean firing rate.) Both the mean separation between tractor is smaller than the mean response to the target (blue versus red distribution in Figure 1B ). In the physiotarget and distractors and the intrinsic variability of these representations determine how discriminable the logical domain, neurons tuned to the tilted target will have a smaller response to the vertical distractors, which target is from the distractor. The discriminability of the target from the background is defined as ( t Ϫ d )/, also can be reasonably represented by the blue distribution in Figure 1B . For simplicity, I assume that the variwhere t and d refer to the means of the target and distractor distributions, respectively, and is the comances of the two distributions (red and blue) are the same. mon standard deviation of these distributions. The distributions can be of any form, although a Gaussian distriDiscriminating Target from Distractor Before I discuss how these distributions explain search bution has been historically assumed. Thus for a given orientation difference between target and distractor, performance, let us consider the simple task of discriminating which one of two sequentially presented stimuli distributions with larger variance (noisier representations/larger bandwidth) are less discriminable than disis more tilted. The responses to the target and distractor are represented by the red and blue distributions, retributions with smaller variances. As the overlap between the distributions increases, the probability that a spectively, of Figure 1B . In the SDT framework, the decision about whether a stimulus is a target or distractor sample (response) from the distractor distribution will be more tilted than a sample (response) from the target is reasonably based on which one produces a greater response in a filter selective for the tilted target. Equivadistribution also increases, leading to a higher probability of errors. Thus, signal detection theory makes lently, a physiological decision might be based on which stimulus evokes a greater response in a neuron selective straightforward predictions about accuracy as a function of discriminability. for the tilted target orientation. When the target and distractor are widely separated in orientation as in this
The abstract SDT distributions that I have introduced are similar to those that have been measured from corticase, the target will almost always generate a larger response. In this example, it is easy to discriminate the cal neurons. Bradley, Skottun, Ozhawa, Sclar, and Freeman (1987) used the signal detection theory framework target from the distractor. The probability of correctly identifying the 45Њ target is 0.999, and is shown in the to measure the ability of single striate cortical neurons to discriminate two orientations. They measured top right corner of the graph. Consider a harder search task in which there is a much the number of trials that produced firing of different strengths. This histogram of spike counts was measured smaller difference in orientation between target and distractor. In Figure 1F , the target has the same orientation separately for the two orientations that were to be discriminated. Orientations close to the preferred orientaas before, but the distractors are now tilted clockwise. If a decision is based on the outputs of filters or neurons tion of the cell had higher mean spike rates, while orientations far from the preferred orientation had much lower selective for the 45Њ target orientation, then the distributions corresponding to the distractor and target will mean spike rates. The separation between the histograms corresponding to two different orientations (on overlap considerably. Note that the response to the 45Њ target (red distribution) is in the same location as in the same side of the preferred orientation) increased as a function of orientation difference. The variance of the Figure 1B, Figure 1G ). The degree of overlap increases with the number of distractors search task is essentially a discrimination task with a single target and multiple distractors. The effect of multiso that the effective separation between the two max distributions decreases with set size ( Figure 1H ). The ple distractors on a search task is inherently related to discriminability between target and distractor distribuproportion correct for eight distractors has now fallen to 0.778, and for 32 distractors is 0.680. tions. Let us assume that there are n elements in the display, and that there is a detector (neuron) selective Figure 2A plots the probability of a correct response as a function of set size, for both the easy and hard for the target attribute at each of the element locations. Based on the response of these units, the observer has search tasks. These values are taken from Figure 1 . Performance is almost unchanged with increasing set to decide whether the display contained a target. It turns out that for finding a single target, a decision based size in the easy search task, whereas performance falls dramatically with set size for the hard search task. Figure  on choosing the largest response across the units (the maximum rule) is close to the best use of the available 2B plots performance at the same task when the more familiar response time measure is plotted versus set information, provided that the responses from each of the units is independent (Nolte and Jaarsma, 1967). Unsize. The response time measures are approximated from Palmer's (1998) model, which predicts response der these conditions, measuring the response of the units to each of the distractors and the target is equivatime as a function of set size, for a fixed accuracy level. I will defer a more detailed discussion of how SDT can lent to taking samples from the distractor and target distributions, respectively. predict response time measures to a later section. Both accuracy and response time measures show that inWith the maximum rule, it is easy to illustrate the effect of the number of elements in the display on search creasing set size has little effect on performance when search is easy and a significant effect when search is performance. Consider an easy search task in which the target and distractor distributions are far apart, a hard. Previously, the differences between these two kinds of search tasks were attributed to parallel and situation sometimes referred to as "popout" ( Figure 1A ). The distributions of the responses to a single distractor serial processing. Here I show that the strategy of basing a decision on the largest sample, along with the assumpand a single target overlap very little in this case ( Figure  1B ). The task is to decide which of two presentations tion of inherently noisy representations, accounts for the effect of set size on visual search performance over (intervals) has the target. Both intervals have n elements: one of the intervals has 1 target and nϪ1 distractors, the a large range of target-distractor difference. Large set size effects are not necessarily due to an attentive botother has n distractors. Let us assume that the observer looks for the largest value or maximum of the samples tleneck. In the SDT framework, set size effects depend on the discriminability of the target from the distractors; in each presentation and then chooses the presentation interval that has the larger of the two maximum values; set size effects are small when discriminability is high and large when discriminability is low. This is not a serialthis decision rule is called the "Max Rule." Consider the case when there are only eight elements in the display.
parallel dichotomy, but a whole continuum that depends on discriminability. Several psychophysical studies have In the distractor-only interval, the responses to the eight distractors are represented by eight samples from the successfully used this framework to predict the effect of discriminability on search performance ( Figures 1B and 1C) . The observer
Physiology of Search and Texture Discrimination tion) is virtually identical to the original target distribution (compare red curves in
The SDT approach has not been applied to physiological studies of visual search so far. The neural responses makes a decision based on these two max distributions. Note that even for larger values of n, say 32, the max to a target and to distractors can be approximated by sampling the distribution of responses of a prototypical distribution corresponding to distractors does not overlap significantly with the max distribution of the target cell selective for the target attribute to multiple presentations of the target and distractor, respectively. This applus distractors ( Figure 1D ). Therefore, there is hardly any effect of the number of distractors on search perforproximation avoids the need to measure neural responses to an array of target and distractors at different mance, and finding the target is effortless. Proportion correct with eight distractors and with 32 distractors is locations in the display simultaneously. Recent physiological evidence suggests that this simplifying assump-0.998 and 0.996, respectively.
When the target and distractor distributions are close tion may not be justified as it ignores the modulation of a neuron's response by the presence of surrounding together ( Figure 1F ), search performance degrades Other psychophysical search results are also accounted for by the parallel SDT approach. For example, it is 34% compared to the response when the stimulus was presented alone. This finding suggests that the reknown that making the distractor sample more heterogeneous degrades search performance. In the orientasponses to all the elements in the search display, both targets and distractors, are suppressed. SDT can action search example, increased distractor heterogeneity implies a larger range of orientations for the distractors. commodate this general suppressive effect by including a masking or normalizing effect of the surround on the In the SDT framework, increasing the distractor heterogeneity corresponds to increasing the variance of the response to the target. If the response of the cell is normalized by the activity of neighboring cells (Legge distractor distribution, so that the distractor distribution overlaps more with the target distribution, thus reducing and Foley, 1980; Heeger, 1992), then the response in the presence of surrounding elements will be lower than the effective discriminability of the signal. So far in the discussion it has been implicitly assumed when a stimulus element is presented alone.
A subset of these suppressed cells (roughly one-third that the variance of the target and distractor distributions is the same. In reality, this might not be the case. of the cells in the sample) were more suppressed when the surround elements had the same orientation than
The variance of the two distributions can be different leading to quite different search outcomes depending when the surround elements had an orthogonal orientation. These cells have been called orientation contrast on whether the elements with the larger intrinsic variance are assigned to the target or distractor. When the selective because they respond better when the stimulus within their receptive field has a different orientation target has the larger variance, search is easier than when the distractor is drawn from the large-variance distributhan the background. This context-dependent response can also be incorporated into the SDT framework by tion. This explains why search performance sometimes changes dramatically if the identities of the target and assuming that orientations similar to the stimulus orientation within the receptive field have a greater weight in distractor are reversed. Treisman and coworkers (Treisman The detectors in the model had properties that were difficulty of discrimination. In the SDT framework, it is consistent with both physiology and psychophysics. slightly less straightforward to predict response times They had a 2-dimensional Gabor profile with an aspect from the discriminability of the target and distractor. To ratio of 3 elongated along the preferred direction, and make this relationship quantitative, response accuracy an orientation bandwidth of 30Њ-40Њ (full width at half has to be held constant, a constraint that is not true of height). The preferred orientation of the detectors most of the response time data. Palmer and McLean matched that of the target and their size was chosen to (1995; Palmer, 1998) actually measured response time be optimal for the target string. They were arranged so as a function of discriminability, while asking subjects as to tile the display area ( Figure 3B ). Their center-toto maintain error levels at about 10%. Their study shows center spacing was two times the space constant of the a clear relationship between response time and discrimispatial profile of the detector. This spacing allowed a nability: response times increase as a power function complete coverage of the display area without too much of decreasing discriminability. Response times are also overlap between neighboring filters. This degree of overmonotonically related to set size, as has been shown in lap allowed us to assume that the outputs of neighboring many earlier search studies. Response times increase detectors were independent. The output of each detecslowly with set size when discriminability is high and tor was normalized by the mean response of the detecsearch is easy, whereas they rise much more steeply tors in the array and then fed to the decision stage. when discriminability is low and search is hard (Figure Since the observer's task was to choose which of two 2b). Furthermore, Palmer and McLean (1995) were able intervals contained the target, we assumed that the to predict the response time trends with an unlimitedmodel chose the largest sample in each interval and capacity, parallel model that accumulates information then picked the interval with the larger response. As the over time in a noisy manner. Evidence accumulates to detectors were matched to the properties of the target, support the presence of a target or a distractor at two it was quite likely that the detector that saw the target different rates. Palmer and McLean (1995) assumed that would have the largest response. Errors arose when a the difference between these rates was proportional to detector that saw only noise dots had a stronger rethe stimulus difference between target and distractor. sponse than one that saw the signal. Choosing the Other studies that measure both response time as well largest response was in essence the maximum rule apas accuracy support parallel processing in both simple plied to the outputs of the oriented detectors, rather search tasks as well as in conjunctions (McElree and than to an idealized response distribution of each eleCarrasco, 1999). ment. Thus, this approach took into account both the competition from filters responding to noise and local Search with Cluttered Displays masking. Recent search experiments that relate search perforThis simple model successfully predicted that the mance to the predictions of a signal detection theory probability of finding the target decreased with the nummodel have taken great care to avoid confounds due to ber of possible locations in which the target could apextraneous factors. Display duration is typically brief pear (the set size effect). It also did a reasonable job to avoid eye movement contamination. The stimuli are of predicting search performance as a function of the placed at about equal eccentricity, and are presented orientation difference between the target and the diswithout masks; stimuli are not too closely spaced so tractor pairs ( Figure 3C ), as well as the difference in that they do not violate the independence assumption length (number of dots in target string) between the of signal detection theory (Palmer, 1994 Figure 4C ), then the response to the target is unand distractor distributions is inversely related to the changed, whereas the response to the distractor dediscriminability of these distributions. For all the types creases. This change is depicted in Figure 4D . The target of attention mechanisms that I will consider, attention distributions in the attended and unattended cases are causes less overlap between the target and distractor identical, but the distractor distribution in the attended distributions (higher discriminability) than in the unatcase now shifts to a smaller mean response value, contended case. sistent with the narrowing of the tuning curve in Figure  Before we consider each of the attention mechanisms, 4C. The variability of the distractor distribution also dethere are a few points to note. The curves in the left and creases in proportion to the lower mean response. Disright panels are Gaussian, but they refer to different criminability increases because of the larger separation measures. The left panels show orientation tuning between the means of the target and distractor distribucurves, while the right panels show probability distributions. tions. So, the area under each of the curves on the right Attention might also work to increase discriminability must be one. If attention causes a change in response by a combination of these two mechanisms, i.e., enstrength at a given orientation in the tuning curve on hancement and exclusion. This effectively results in an the left, it leads to a corresponding change in the mean enhancement of responses at the preferred (target) orivalue of the response of the probability distribution on entation and a suppression of responses at the disthe left. Since changes in mean response level are usutractor orientation ( Figure 4E ). In the corresponding ally accompanied by proportional changes in variance, probability distributions in Figure 4F , the distractor disthe attended curves show this altered variance. Furthertribution shifts to a lower mean value, while the target more, since the area under each of these probability distribution shifts to a higher value, thus increasing the distributions is one, an increase in variance is associated discriminability of these two distributions. In the next with a concomitant decrease in the probability associtwo sections, I will consider psychophysical and physioated with the mean spike count. Thus if attention causes logical evidence in support for each of these mechaan overall increase in spike count (and variance) in the nisms. tuning curve on the left, then the mean of the associated Psychophysics probability distribution curve on the right moves to a
The most definitive psychophysical work that distinhigher value. Because of a proportional increase in variguishes between different attention mechanisms has ance, the width of the curve increases, and conse- Figure 4C ). This is the attention mechanism that for validly and invalidly cued trials, as well as neutral Shiu and Pashler (1994) identified in their single stimulus they measured both the spike count and the variability in the spike count in the presence of attention. The cueing paradigm. Under low noise conditions, some of the Dosher and Lu data are modeled by assuming that variability increased in proportion to the mean spike count, suggesting that the increase in gain occurred attention enhances the stimulus, i.e., turns up the gain of the filter ( Figure 4A ). More recently, Carrasco, Penpeciwithout a change in the proportionality constant between mean response and noise variance. The resulting Talgar, and Eckstein (2000) have shown that attention increases contrast sensitivity across all spatial frequenstandard deviation of the spike count grew more slowly (as the square root of the variance), so the discriminabilcies, providing support for signal enhancement.
Lee, Itti, Koch, and Braun (1999) have also investiity measure defined as the ratio of the mean spike count to its standard deviation increased with attention. gated mechanisms of attention in humans. The observer's attention was divided by having them perform a
The first studies investigating the role of attention in increasing the selectivity of cortical neurons were aimed same-different letter task at fixation in addition to the discrimination task in the periphery. In the fully attended at studying spatial selectivity (Bushnell et al., 1981) . Several physiological studies in areas V2 and V4 of the condition, they performed the discrimination task alone. Their data show dramatic improvements in threshold in ventral pathway showed that when there were two or more stimuli within a neuron's receptive field, attention the fully attended condition-evidence that they claimed was consistent with both higher gain and a more selecto one of the stimuli filtered out the effect of the unattended stimulus ( has similarities with the signal detection theory approach outlined above. In the competitive framework, of the cell (see Figure 4A ). Maunsell and coworkers have fit separate Gaussian functions to these response proattention affects the competition between the inputs of the cell. In the absence of attention, each of the inputs files for the conditions when attention is directed inside or outside the receptive field. A simple increase in the has an excitatory and inhibitory effect on the cell so that the response to a pair of stimuli is intermediate between gain of the Gaussian, without a change in orientation bandwidth, best describes the effect of the animal atthe responses to each presented on its own. Attention to one of the inputs increases its weighting so that it tending to a preferred stimulus within the receptive field of the cell. In the absence of added noise, there is conoverwhelms the effect of the other input. This competitive scheme has a similar outcome to signal detection verging evidence from physiology and psychophysics that attention increases the gain of the stimulus. In fact, theory, which bases its decision on the largest response. If attention increases the gain of the response to a particReynolds and Desimone (1997) show that at low contrasts, the increase in response caused by attention is ular stimulus, then according to signal detection theory, there is an increased probability that the largest reequivalent to increasing the stimulus contrast by about 50% on average. sponse comes from the attended stimulus. Studies that require attention to a stimulus attribute, McAdams and Maunsell (1999b) sought to investigate an important consequence of this increased gainrather than to a spatial location, do not suggest a clear role for attention in narrowing the tuning profile of the whether attention improved discriminability. To this end, cell to attributes such as orientation or motion direction field. The reduced variance of the response might be a (see Figure 4C) showed that cueing the observer to attend to one of The animal was always attending to a location outside two locations while performing a motion discrimination the receptive field, either to a stimulus moving in the task increased the response at a site corresponding to cell's preferred direction or to a stimulus moving in the the cued location in area V1. Brefczynski and DeYoe null direction. Attending to the preferred-direction stim- Figure 4E ) comes from a the discrepancy between the physiology and fMRI studstudy by Croner and Albright (1999). They had macaque ies is that response in V1 is due to feedback from higher monkeys discriminate the direction of motion of coherareas that are directly modulated by attention. ently moving signals in dynamic noise (as in Newsome
The other attention mechanism, filtering out the effect and Pare, 1988). In addition to this behavioral measure, of unattended stimuli, has been observed only at higher they recorded from cells in area MT. In the control condilevels starting at V2 and MT. V1 receptive fields are tion, the signal dots were the same color as the noise.
typically too small to accommodate the multiple stimuli In the "attended" condition, the signal dots were colored that have been considered in these studies. It is likely differently, thus potentially cueing the animal to their that the attention-modulated sharpening of the neuronal locations. Croner and Albright (1999) report improved response profile observed in these higher areas is due neurometric and psychometric functions in the attended to a selection of a subset of V1 responses that feed into case. They attribute the improvement in the attended these higher-level neurons, similar to the competitive case to both a larger mean response motion in the pre- 
